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About This Game

Dr. Eggman (aka Dr. Robotnik) has returned, turning helpless animals into robots and forcing them to build his ultimate
weapon, the Death Egg!

But this time, Sonic has a friend that can help him: Tails! Find the 7 Chaos Emeralds and stop Dr. Robotnik’s evil scheme!
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Title: Sonic The Hedgehog 2
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
SEGA
Publisher:
SEGA
Franchise:
Sonic the Hedgehog
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP or higher

Graphics: 32MB or greater graphics card

DirectX®: DirectX® 9.0 or greater

Hard Drive: 50MB free disc space
System specs for classic launcher.
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Absolutely loved this game.

Every level is a little bit different. The story and gameplay feels quite linear; however, looking at the achievements after
finishing the game there are multiple endings. That just means I'll need to play it again!. The drag for this reel makes no sense,
lvl 3 drag is 24lb and lvl 4 drag is 32lb max line in game is 32lb.... so max you can ever get out of reel is 24lb. in the end you
will end up using the dlc rod with a plain reel to get the extra drag pressure thus breaking up the combo.... they need to add a
35-36lb line to make this combo make sense or break the drag steps into 7 lvls instead. Dont get it. It has potential.. So far the
game has been very enjoyable, Some aspects are a bit of gettiing used to but even a novice gamer shouldn't have too much
trouble figuring out the basics quickly and getting right into play. I have been looking for an online game like this for quite a
while and i think this is the best so far at keeping the boardgame feel while infusing just enough modern computer gaming to
make it enjoyable for anyone to play. I can see this game apealing to the hardcore gamer just as much as a novice. The Graphics
are perfect and the motion of the charecters as they carry out individual moves whether it be healing another ally or attacking an
enemy are enjoyable to watch. That being said i would recomend this game to anyone who enjoys this type of game play as well
as anyone who is new to it.. would buy again. The game has the elevators inverted and i cant change it WHA HAPPENE.
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This small piece of art is immersive in extreme.
The story, the gameplay, the graphics, the sound - everything is coherent here, no random elements.
By all means try it - it's outstanding in its simplicity.. single-player-MMO-esque cashgrab. Look elsewhere for your D&D
RPGs.. pretty cool game, the idea is nice, but they need to improve the storyline and the graphic... controls are a little bit too
sensitive and time to time it's eady to do the wrong move... and to swear a lot. But i would suggest to play this game.. The game
is short, incomplete. About 2 hours. It was supposed to be part 1 of 3 but the studio supposedly shut down. Has potential.. Takes
Darwinia to MP, with classics as CTF, Defend, Payload. Be 12 years old
Have a coupon
Buys game indie pack thing-a-mabob
Downloads game because it came with the pack
Thinks 'oh boy, what's vigil'
Plays game
Brings me to the store page for a game
RIP Trilogy I think
I ask myself, 'RIP Trilogy?'
Vigil is hate, Vigil is death.. It is an OK game but don't play the campaign the naval portion is broken since firing the tomahawk
missile from the destroyer breaks the audio and will eventually crash the game and also prevent you from, completeing the level.
Also sections of the campaign seem almost impossible without using cheats even on easy. Otherwise its an OK game but
definitely not an improvement over Direct Action or even nearly as good. Direct Action has a vastly better quality of the
campaign. Seems like Eugen was phoning it in on this one.. More fun than it has any right to be. The real triumph of this game
is not the action-filled multiplayer battles or the balanced classes, it is the fact that the developers have figured out how to inject
heroin into photons. I find myself waking up in the middle of the night in a cold sweat, my hands twitching to play just one
more round of Altitude.

Then, the 3-headed bears come.
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